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Weekly pill packs
Monthly care packs
Blisters

SureMed by Omnicell 

card & clear 
packaging 

Quality you can trust.
   Our card and clear products are rigorously tested and carry the Class B quality standard.*

   Class B certification means that our cards and blisters are throughly and independently 
tested to ensure compliance with USP for moisture, this ensures the integrity of the 
package and stability of the medication is not compromised.

   Without the right packaging, drugs can be damaged in transit or exposed to contaminants 
like moisture that limit their effectiveness.

   Don’t take the risk - using cheaper medication adherence  (MA) packaging could have 
worrying consequences for your patients’ health and wellbeing.

SureMed by Omnicell adherence packs will help your patients take the right pills and right 
dose at the right time. It will also save you time and money. Our SureMed by Omnicell 
packs include a range of sizes, so you can pack larger quantities of medication. Our weekly 
pill packs are available in both a clear and card range so you can choose the solution that is 
best for you and your patients. 

We pride ourselves on the fact that our solutions make taking medicine easy.  
Each personal pack contains the right pills and dose, ready to take at the right time.  
Contact us today and we’ll support you in your discussions with your customers.



A commitment to sustainable 
consumable products (UK)

Weekly pill pack card range & plastic template

   We have integrated a plastic regrind process into our 
supply chain.

   Our blister cards are produced with plastic that’s 
composed of up to 80% of this reground plastic

   The plastic template is made from recyclable material 
and can be fully recycled. 

Weekly pill pack clear range
   The plastic tray is made from recycled materials.
   The plastic tray and paper insert is full recyclable.

C A R D  &  C L E A R  P A C K A G I N G
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As an industry leader, Omnicell takes environmental 
sustainability seriously. 

We work to ensure that we operate with a 
commitment to continuous improvement in 
environmental sustainability through reducing, recycling 
and reusing of our consumable product range.

We ensure in order to meet this need, the plastics in 
our blister cards are:

   Formed of at least 80% recycled plastic

   100% recyclable (when separate from the card)

For any further enquiries regarding the environmental impact  
of Omnicell products, visit www.omnicell.co.uk or contact orderuk@omnicell.com



We provide a variety of different pill packs in our card range 
for pharmacies to offer. Our weekly pill packs are designed 
specifically for community patients and our monthly care packs 
are for use in care homes. 

We also offer our popular weekly flexi pack with simple tear and 
go doses, our weekly max pack for patients with more complex 
medication regimes and our monthly care pack book which is 
split into seven days of single dose over a four week period - 
ideal for care home patients. 

Whatever your requirements, we have a design to suit you and 
your patients. You can even put your own brand on our packs to 
promote your pharmacy and services to your customers.  
All our packs are excellent quality, easy to use and disposable.

Pill packs and care packs

Please note: Our entire range of card based weekly pill packs 
(excluding weekly pill pack flip) are supplied complete with card, 
blister and filling template unless otherwise stated.

Our card range

monthly care pack book
Requires blisters and templates. 
Book style assembly. 

monthly care pack flip
Requires blisters and templates. 
Flip style assembly. 

 

heat seal

Our card range of 28 day, single-dose packs designed specifically for use in care homes.

Monthly care packs

Qty: 500 units Code: 3300-01

pressure seal

Qty: 250 units Code: 3300-02

pressure seal (bottom label)

Qty: 250 units Code: 3300-12

pressure seal

Qty: 250 units Code: 3300-07
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Qty: 100 units Code: 3301-45A PACK

pressure-seal 
Pack includes sealing template 

Our most popular 7 day, 4 dose pill pack.

Qty: 250 units Code: 3301-26A PACK

weekly pill pack

weekly pill pack max
pressure-seal
Pack includes sealing template
A large version of the weekly pill pack for patients 
taking a large number of medications. 

C A R D  &  C L E A R  P A C K A G I N G

Available to custom design (Min order of 100 Boxes)

Available to custom design (Min order of 100 Boxes)

weekly pill pack flip
pressure-seal
Requires blisters and templates. 
Flip style assembly. 

weekly pill pack flexi
Allows patients or carers to tear off individual doses  
and carry either a single dose, or doses for the whole day.
Available to custom design (Min order of 100 Boxes)

pressure-seal (left to right) pressure-seal (right to left)

weekly pill pack duo
pressure-seal
Pack includes sealing template

A pack specifically designed for patients taking 
medication twice a day.

Weekly pill packs

Qty: 250 units

Code: 3315-10A-PACK

Qty: 250 units

Code: 3315-11A-PACK

Qty: 250 units Code: 3301-50A-PACK

Qty: 250 units Code: 3300-06
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Pack includes sealing template Pack includes sealing template



Assembling the card packs

If medication changes are needed, sealed packs can be corrected by using pill pack repair patches - see page 15

1:   Carefully pierce and remove the paper from the rear of the blister that needs to be changed.

2:   Amend the medication and check as appropriate.

3:   Carefully reseal the blister using a pill pack repair patch. The adhesive edge around the patch should be firmly 
pressed over the rear edge of the blister cavity to form a new seal. This enables medication changes to be made 
quickly before the pack is handed to the patient and without the need for new packs to be assembled.

Pill pack patches can be purchased from Omnicell 

TOP TIP:
For the perfect

seal always place the
filling template on a

flat, even surface and
remember to apply

pressure using  
a roller!

1: Peel

Remove the pressure 
sensitive liner from right 
to left to reveal the sealing 
surface. Put the card on the 
filling template (glue side up). 
The rest of the liner must 
be left attached to the foil 
side until you’ve completed 
dispensing.

2: Insert
Once the card is on the 
filling template, immediately 
insert the blister sheet 
into the card starting with 
the top row. Lower the 
rest of the sheet into the 
remaining holes. Apply the 
roller to ensure the blister 
sheet is securely held by 
the adhesive to the card.

3: Dispensing
Using the reverse side as 
a guide, fill the appropriate 
blister with the correct 
medication.

4: Remove Liner
Only when you are ready 
to seal the pack remove 
the pressure sensitive 
liner.

5: Fold
As soon as the liner is 
removed, fold the sealing 
surface to cover the filled 
blister.

6: Seal
Using the roller apply firm 
pressure to the whole 
surface to seal. Place the 
correct patient medication 
labels on the instruction flap. 
Indicate the shape, colour 
etc. of medication under 
each label that is applied. 
The SureMed by Omnicell 
pack is now complete.
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SureMed by Omnicell VBM card with adhesive label 

Code: 3301-47D

SureMed by Omnicell VBM standard card

Code: 3301-48

SureMed by Omnicell VBM print direct to card 

Code: 301-96GLB

Cards can display coloured med images and coloured time passes.  
Instructions can be printed on cards to enhance ease-of-use.  
Different formats of packs are available meet the needs of the patient.

Fully compatible with 
automated machines 
such as the VBM 200F
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The majority of our pill packs come with 
blisters already included but they need to be 
ordered separately for use with the weekly pill 
pack flip, monthly care pack book and monthly 
care pack flip. 

These are available in a range of sizes.

Blisters

Solutions for the card range

  

#200-47  6.5MM

  

#200-47  6.5MM

  

#200-48  11MM

  

#200-48  11MM

#200-49  17MM#200-49  17MM

#200-49J  22MM#200-49J  22MM

Weekly Blisters

Qty: 500 units Code: 200-47-MP

weekly pill pack flip blisters - standard

weekly pill pack flip blisters - small weekly pill pack flip blisters - large

weekly pill pack flip blisters - extra large

Qty: 500 units Code: 200-48-MP

Qty: 500 units Code: 200-49-MP

Qty: 500 units Code: 3301-26A PACK
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monthly care pack book blisters - small

monthly care pack book blisters - medium 

monthly care pack book blisters - large

monthly care pack book blisters - extra large

#200-49J  22MM

  

#200-47  6.5MM
  

#200-48  11MM

#200-49  17MM

Monthly Blisters

Qty: 1000 units Code: 200-15-MP

Qty: 1000 units Code: 200-16-MP

Qty: 1000 units Code: 200-18-MP

Qty: 1000 units Code: 200-50-MP

monthly care pack flip blisters - small

monthly care pack flip blisters - medium

monthly care pack flip blisters - large

monthly care pack flip blisters - extra large

Qty: 500 units Code: 200-47-MP

Qty: 500 units Code: 200-48-MP

Qty: 500 units Code: 200-49-MP

Qty: 500 units Code: 200-49J-MP

#200-49J  22MM

  

#200-47  6.5MM
  

#200-48  11MM

#200-49  17MM
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Key features and benefits
   Available in a range of different sizes

   Environmentally friendly material

    Comply with EU legal regulations 

   Produced by a British retail 
consortium accredited supplier

Solutions for the card range

The majority of our pill packs come with blisters already included.  
You can purchase extra blisters for all of our card packs. 

extra weekly pill pack blisters - standard

extra weekly pill pack blisters - large

 
 

extra weekly pill pack - max blisters 

extra weekly pill pack - duo blisters 

extra weekly pill pack - flexi blisters 

Extra Blisters

Qty: 250 units Code: 200-46-MP

Qty: 250 units Code: 200-56-MP

Qty: 250 units Code: 200-65-MP

Qty: 250 units Code: 200-53-MP

Qty: 250 units Code: 205-28-MP
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If you need advice on which blisters are right 
for you call us on +44 (0)161 413 5333.



Key features and benefits

We understand how important 
brand and reputation are, which 
is why we can bespoke our 
quality packs and print* your 
brand on the front cover to 
promote your pharmacy. We’ll 
talk to you about what you 
need, create the artwork and 
then print them exactly as you 
want them.

*minimum order 25,000. 

Custom cards

C A R D  &  C L E A R  P A C K A G I N G
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If you need advice on which blisters are right 
for you call us on +44 (0)161 413 5333.



Accessories for our card range
The following products should 
be used with our card range of 
weekly pill packs and monthly  
care packs. 

To make sure you get the best 
from our pressure seal weekly pill 
packs and monthly care packs you 
will need to use a template and 
roller. Each box of weekly pill packs 
has a hard filling template inside 
which is fully recyclable. Rollers can 
be ordered and you can also order 
additional templates. To use the 
heat-seal pill pack you will need a 
paddle and an easy seal machine 
(see our technology section).

Templates 
heat-seal paddle
paddle book
Paddle for heat-seal monthly  
care pack book.

weekly pill pack 
Hard Platen template for our pressure-seal 
weekly pill packs (excluding flexi).

duo 
Hard Platen template for the pressure-seal 
weekly duo pack.

max 
Hard Platen template for the pressure-seal 
weekly pill pack max.

flexi 
Hard Platen template for the pressure-seal 
weekly pill pack flexi.

monthly care pack book 
Hard Platen template for the pressure-seal 
monthly care pack book.

monthly care pack book
Cork template for the pressure-seal 
monthly care pack book.

flip 

Hard Platen template for the pressure-seal 
monthly care pack flip.

Qty: 1 unit Code: 584-64-MP

Qty: 1 unit Code: 584-67-MP

Qty: 1 unit Code: 584-68-MP

Qty: 1 unit Code: 584-69-MP

Qty: 1 unit Code: 584-65-MP

Qty: 1 unit Code: 655-30

Qty: 1 unit Code: 584-65-MP

Qty: 1 unit

Code: 651-31

large roller
Roller for all card pressure-seal 
pill packs.

Qty: 1 unit

Code: 660-00
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Pill pack patches 
Adhesive pill pack labels. Can be 
used to change individual doses 
when patients alter medication.

Label flaps
Additional label flaps that can be 
attached inside the pill packs to 
allow additional label space.

Safety and reliability 
Our card packs are second to none when it comes to the quality of the 
seal. We glue both sides of the card which means the seal is extremely 
secure and consistent.

C A R D  &  C L E A R  P A C K A G I N G

Qty: 100 patches per roll* 

Code: PLUSPAK-PATCHES

Qty: 200 sheets per box 

Code: 720-LBLFLAPS-EB
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*2 rolls per pack



clear pack with blue seals 

spare seals

clear pack with clear colour seals

clear spare coloured seals

spare backing sheets

Our clear range
Our clear range of pill packs are made up of a transparent blister tray and come with seals included.

With a clear lid and tray Large version of the weekly pill pack clear for patients with 
more complexed medication regimes.

weekly pill pack clear weekly pill pack clear max

Qty: 250 units Code: CL01A

Qty: 20 units Code: CL04

Qty: 250 units Code: CL01-CSA

Qty: 20 units Code: CL04-CS

spare seals

spare backing sheets

Qty: 100 units Code: XL01-S

Qty: 100 units Code: XL05

Qty: 100 units Code: XL01
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A compact disposable pack for 
patients on twice daily medication.

weekly pill pack clear duo weekly pill pack clear basic Weekly pill pack clear disposable
MDS disposable tray plus seal,  7 days 6 intakes.  
Compatible with Suremed cassette 

suremed cassette
Plastic reusable cassette.

spare seals 
Spare Seals for the weekly pill pack clear disposable

C A R D  &  C L E A R  P A C K A G I N G

spare seals

spare backing sheets

Qty: 100 units Code: N85-D

Qty: 100 units Code: N46-D

Qty: 100 units Code: N55-D

Our low cost pill pack. A seven day, four 
dose pill pack with plastic lid. 

Qty: 250 units Code: CL01-B Qty: 250 units Code: DN14-B

Qty: 1 unit Code: N01

Qty: 20 units Code: DN15

extra clear stickers
Can be used with any of the products from the clear range.

Qty: 250 units Code: CL03
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Insert and cards Code: CL02-B



blisters and seals

additional blisters

seals only

Monthly care pack clear kit
Suitable for Care Homes.
Our best-selling monthly care pack. The first choice for UK care homes.

Our most popular 28 day pack. A clear tray with 
intergrated blisters including coloured seals.

monthly care pack clear

Small roller for 
monthly care pack

Monthly care pack

Qty: 500 units Code: CN01 and then add: XS, S, M, L, XL

Qty: 500 units Code: CN99 and then add: XS, S, M, L, XL

Qty: 100 units Code: CN98 and then add: Y, O, B, P

small roller

antibiotic seal (green)

PRN seal (red)

spare seals (blue)

Qty: 1 unit Code: N27

Qty: 50 units Code: CNG02

Qty: 50 units Code: CNR02

Qty: 20 units Code: CN02

Please note: Not all of our products feature in our catalogue.  
If you can't find what you're looking for simply contact us and we'll be able to help.
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Qty: 1 unit Code: CN08A



Monthly care 
pack hanger

Assembling the clear packs

Storage advice
We want to make sure our products perform perfectly 
every time. We always recommend that our SureMed 
packs should be stored in their original packaging and in a 
dry environment. Storage temperatures should not exceed 
the range - 5°C to 37.5°C, be stored in direct sunlight, and 
should be kept away from sources of heat, and ignition. 

If stored properly, our products are expected to provide 
a quality performance for 24 months from date of 
production. Production dates are clearly printed on each 
box. It’s important to rotate stock and check storage 
conditions meet this guidance. Please allow packs to 
reach room temperature before assembly (approx. 21°C).

Do... 
   Store the SureMed  

packs and blisters in their 
original boxes.

   Store SureMed packs  
in a dry, indoor and  
air-conditioned environment.

   Apply firm pressure to 
pressure seal items.

   Advise the patient how to 
handle the pack.

Don’t 
   Allow the SureMed  

packs to become damp  
or wet before, during or 
after assembly.

   Fold or crease the  
SureMed packs except 
where intended along the 
score lines (Not applicable  
to clear range)

C A R D  &  C L E A R  P A C K A G I N G
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Available in a range of colours
dividers

hangers

platen

Code: CN04  
and then add: 
P for pink
R for red
Y for yellow
O for orange
G for green
B for blue
W for white

large hanger

Monthly care 
pack dividers

Qty: 50 units

Qty: 1 unit

Code: CN07

Qty: 1 unit

Code: CL08A

1: Insert
Select a new empty blister 
tray. Stick the printed 
SureMed insert for pharmacy 
labels to the blister in the 
space provided in the clear 
tray lid. Place the correct 
patient medication labels on 
the instruction flap. Indicate 
the shape, colour etc. of 
medication under each label 
that is applied.

2: Dispensing
Select the appropriate 
medication, dispense 
the medication into the 
blister(s). For one tablet 
place this into the blister, 
if it is for two tablets then 
place both into the blister 
etc. When the blister is filled 
with the correct dosage of 
medication, the seal can be 
fixed to the blister.

3: Seal
Carefully peel the backing 
from the seal, starting from 
the top right hand corner. 
Position the seal over the 
cavities and lower into 
place. Gently smooth down 
with a roller to ensure the 
correct seal.

4: Close
When the cold seal is applied 
to the blister be careful not 
to pierce any of the seal 
cavities. Close the clear 
tray lid and the pack is now 
complete.



Pill pack and  
care pack solutions
Pilbob®
Allows easy removal of medication from pill packs.  
Great solutions for patients with limited dexterity.

Using a Pilbob®
1.   Hold the card upright.

2.  Move the Pilbob from corner to corner 
following the edge of the blister.

3.  All the medication will fall into the 
Pilbob and can now be taken.

Reminder cards
For medication that does not fit on a hanger, 
the reminder card can be placed on the 
hangers for ANY of our monthly care packs 
to ensure a patient’s dose is not forgotten.

Qty: 50 units Code: CN06

Alert cards
Can be placed on a hanger for ANY of our 
monthly care packs where a pack has not 
yet been provided by the pharmacy if the 
medication was out of stock.

Qty: 50 units Code: CN18

Qty: 25 units per pack Code: 660-10
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MAR sheets
Three part MAR sheets to ensure 
accurate communication about patient 
and medication regimes.

C A R D  &  C L E A R  P A C K A G I N G

Patient profile dividers
For use in the MAR binders.

Qty: 20 units Code: N98

Single blank cassette 
medication card

Qty: 750 units Code: N13-900707

Qty: 750 units Code: L-MAR-3

Binders
Large ring binder to hold MAR sheets.

Standard ring binder to hold MAR sheets.

Qty: 1 unit Code: BINDERS-THK

Qty: 1 unit Code: BINDERS

Patient profile sticker
Patient labels which can be affixed  
to the dividers on ANY of our monthly 
care packs.

Qty: 250 units Code: CN05

Patient medication time stickers
Can be affixed to top divider used  
with monthly care packs.

Qty: 50 units Code: CN19
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Pill pack and  
care pack solutions

Medication update pad

Qty: 1 unit Code: N39-A

Paper medication cups
10Z paper souffle pots can be used 
when administering medication.

Qty: 5000 per box Code: 670-03

Tag bag
Small, clear resealable bag.

Qty: 500 Code: N40

Tag bag returns form pad

Qty: 5 Code: N96

Tag bag label
Labels for resealable tag bags.

Qty: 500 Code: N41

White tag seals

Qty: 100 Code: N66

Black security tags

Qty: 100 Code: N66-A
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ON LEAVE  
Stickers

NAUSEA 
Stickers

HOSPITAL 
Stickers

ASLEEP 
Stickers

REFUSED DOSE 
Stickers

CLINICAL REASONS 
Stickers

Stickers and labels

Sticker pack
Includes the following stickers:

• On leave 
• Nausea 
• Hospital 
• Asleep 
• Refused dose 
• Clinical reasons

Qty: 250

Code: CN11

Qty: 250

Code: CN13

Qty: 250

Code: CN14

Qty: 250

Code: CN15

Qty: 250

Code: CN09

Qty: 250

Code: CN12

Blank Thermal
1 roll = 3000 stickers

Size 1: 6”x8”

Qty: 1 Code: L-201

Qty: 6 rolls Code: CN16
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Security seals

Qty: 100 Code: N31

Cassette owner sticker

Qty: 100 Code: N38

Coloured spot stickers

Qty: 1 Code: N42

Weekly labels

Qty: 250 Code: L-902

Daily labels

Qty: 250 Code: L-903

Unprinted dose int sticker
Blank dose interval stickers.

Qty: 100 Code: N37

Community patient profile labels

Qty: 100 Code: N64

Tray ID label

Qty: 100 Code: N61
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DB500 de-blistering machine

SureMed by Omnicell 

De-blistering 
solutions 

DB500 de-blistering machine

     The fastest manual de-blisterer available

    De-blisters the majority of tablets and capsules

     No more repetitive strain injury or sore fingers

    Quick calibration, ideal for de-blistering even small quantities

    A must for pharmacies offering adherence support to care homes or individual patients

Spare DB500 tray

De-blister up to 280 tablets per minute with the DB500 de-blistering machine!

Qty: 1 unit Code: 100-62M

Qty: 1 unit Code: 100-64M
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Email marketinguk@omnicell.com  
and we’ll give you access. 

You can add your pharmacy name to the items in 
the pack which includes:

   A5 patient leaflet

     Content and images to publish on your website

   A5 leaflet to inform your care home customers 
that you are now offering this service

   A3 patient poster

   Social media posts and images to share across 
your pharmacy’s channels

If you’re helping your patients by offering a weekly pill pack service,  
we have a digital point of sales toolkit you can download for FREE.

FREE weekly pill pack  
point of sales toolkit

Scan here to find out more:
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As well as being the UK’s preferred medication adherance 
packaging brand,  Omnicell is a world leader in community 
pharmacy automation solutions.

Our solutions help to reduce medication errors, improve patient 
safety and streamline operations so that clinical and care staff 
can spend more time on face to face patient care.

Community pharmacy 
automation from Omnicell

You can request more 
information about our 
pharmacy automation 
solutions here. 

Omnicell offers the complete solution to automate all your  
pharmacy workflows. 

Prescription collection
Offer your patients the convenience of prescription collection 
whenever it’s most convenient for them, 24/7, with the Pharmaself24 
prescription collection point. A perfect differentiator to increase your 
patient numbers.

Medication pack-filling automation (MDS)
Produce up to 40 sealed and checked MDS cards per hour,  
regardless of the number of pills per blister with the VBM 200F.  
Ideal for pharmacies looking to scale their MDS business. At a lower 
price point are the ultra-compact blister and pouch filling solutions 
from JVM, ideal for pharmacies with up to 300 MDS patients.

Stock management & pack handling
Let the Medimat Robotic Dispensing system sort, load and store your 
medication packs, and dispense them on-demand to the counter.  
Bring cost, time and space efficiency to your pharmacy operation.
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Pharmaself24 Prescription  
Collection Point

MDS Pack  
Automation

Medimat Robotic  
Dispensing System



Omnicell and the Omnicell design mark are registered trademarks and XT is a trademark of Omnicell, Inc. in the United States and 
internationally. All other trademarks and trade names are the property of their respective owners. ©2024 All rights reserved.

How to order
Call: +44 (0)161 413 5333
Email: ordersuk@omnicell.com
Visit: www.Omnicell.co.uk


